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Dark rally hack apk

Related posts of Dark Rally 10.0 4.7 APK Downloader Games Racing Dark Rally 3.2.6 Dark Rally 3.2.6 APK + OBB (Data File) 3.2.6 / 22 December 2020 Description The exclusive mobile rally racing game with 5 vehicle categories (motorcycle, quad bikes, cars, SxS and trucks) unexpected adventures and adrenaline
stains. Choose a category at your own risk, this race is only for the brave! About the Dark Rally App Dark Rally Package Name Package Name com.plopstudio.dakar Updated December 22, 2020 File Size 35M Requires Android Android 5.1 and Versions 3.2.6 PLOP Developer! Studio installs over 500,000 free prices
Category Racing Developer Loma Santa 165. L33- Peru Google Play Link Google Play Link Dark Rally Version History Select Dark Rally Version : First, download the APK file of the Dark Rally 3.2.6 app for Android. Copy the APK file to the SD card of your Android device and install it. (Do not open it after installation)
Download the Obb files and copy the *.obb file named 'main.116.com.plopstudio.dakar.obb' to the required location: /SDCARD/Android/obb/com.plopstudio.dakar/ The full/absolute path to the .obb file should be like follows (case issues): /SDCARD/Android/obb/com.plopstudio.dakar/main.116.com.plopstudio.dakar.obb If
this location does not exist, you must manually create the path or folder on the SD card. Dark Rally 3.2.6 APK The exclusive mobile rally racing game with 5 categories of vehicles (motorcycles, quadbikes, cars, SxS and trucks) unexpected adventures and tons of adrenaline. Choose a category at your own risk, this race
is only for the brave! El Peruano Más Amable 1.2 APK Campaña El Peruano Más Amable, más de 50milfans, 20 mil usuarios registrados y más de 135M visitasalportal. El PeruanoPiùFriendly campaign, more than 50,000 fans, 20,000 registered users and over 135 million visits to the portal. Real Bike Racing 1.0.9 APK
Welcome to the ultimate motorcycle racing experience! Real BikeRacing is a must-play game for all bikers! Start the engine, hit the gas and experience the thrill of handling a 200 HP shot. Go from bumper to bumper with elite drivers to win the world challenge. Now get ready for adrenaline-pumping running action and to
achieve victory in the fastest lane of all! Features of the game:- Take the wheel of over 10 unique superbike types - Fully functional rear-view mirrors - Realistic 3D graphics with dynamic lighting effects - VR mode (virtual reality) that supports GoogleCardboard &amp; etc. Street Racing 3D 6.7.8 APK #1 free 3D road
racing game  car! Drive a first-class sports , join the best road race course!   Real,  is drifting in the asphalt.  Racing in multiple races, driving through the streets, full of exciting challenges, and the world's professional drivers compete to become a legend of the road!  to drive in unique cars  or
never seen before on the asphalt tracks.  your driver, the world's first-class race cars you can choose from! Upgrade turbomotor, find the melody for your car, colorful paints and coolstickers. Race in in Scene mode , Show your rivals  extraordinary speed in the real competition. Incredible curves, driving skills
have to practice the competition in different modes, so start running arcade style, perform incredible stunts. Unique mix of arcade action and simulation driving mode. Start driving and collect rewards, collect coins  diamonds  the streetasphalt. Drag your career and PVP event into high-risk races. Street Racing
3D Features: ► Road-level asphalt racing ►Challenge friends, start a fierce race on the PVP track ► Driving30 + extreme  cars ► High speed road racing ► Real driftracing for speed ► Ranking score, you are the king  of speed► Create your own car, show the perfect look: decals, paints, wheels, etc. ► Collect
as many  coins and diamonds  as possible ►High speed racing mode, driving technology is the first  ► Win the EVENTPVP, you get a great reward Street racing 3D has already started, drive your turbo car with fast speed in the road asphalt. Racing is the best control for your skills. Experience drift speed on
the road, be the king of car drivers. Welcome to our Facebook homepage: Crazy for Speed 6.2.5016 APK The most dangerous real road from around the world: Alpine mountain road, Venice coastal road, Nevada desert road, Amazon muddy road, Munich paved road, Tokyo city road, Snowy Himalayan road, London
night road, etc. Various supercars made by the best manufacturers in the world. Select your sports car, paint your favorite color, pack all your Nitro, chase on the road with your opponents. Clash! Derives! Roll! Gallop! Overcome! Challenge players from all over the world. Be the best racing driver. Crazyfor Speed will give
you an un peerless racing experience. Features: * Realistic graphics, physics and sound effect * Lots of sports cars and off-road tracks * Driver's license exam game mode and career mode * Upgrade and paint your cars Need for Racing: New Speed Car 1.6 APK Take part in high octane racing competitions in 10
different race modes. Drive 15 cars and dominate in 5 seasons in career mode. Features:- five seasons with different car classes,- lots of cars to choose from,- realistic driving mechanics,- many driving modes,- buy new cars,- modern and classic cars to drive,- progress through career mode, available racing
modes:Race:Choose your car and compete with other drivers on the race track. Feel the need for speed and become the winner. Overcome difficulties in racing simulation. Duel:Only two cars on the track. Heat up the engine and feel the adrenaline rush when the race starts. the first with trecheckpoint and hit the jackpot.
Survival:After each lap the slowest driver is eliminated. Chase other driver vehicles on asphalt tracks and avoid elimination by being fast and fast. Switch to underground tricks and become the champion. Fight in this driving simulation. Endurance:Speed racing is starting. The exciting sporting competition is about Launch
the highest speed and reach as far as possible in inaccurate weather. Overtaking:The player starts as the last on the paved road. Drag competition would be your reality in the next few minutes. Watch out for drifts: they can lead to your defeat or victory. King of the Hill:Earn points for specific rally positions. Check speed
and location and patiently collect points. Remember: do not take the risk unnecessarily; at the end of the day the points count. Domination:Keep up with the racing group for as long as possible and eventually match your domination time with your opponent and become a winner or looser. Special section:Race on a
special part - extremely difficult - of the track and to get the least time in the race. Top speed:The driver must reach the maximum speed on the specified part of the track.receive cups based on the speed result. Capture them all:Collect all items on the track as quickly as possible. Only this will guarantee you success in
this race. Features are completely different from nfs features and this should be the argument to get players to install and play. The unique driving model - such as cars, not trucks or buses or planes - allows players to drift on asphalt tracks. In five different car classes players can test skills in different cars and tracks.
Different driving models facilitate the pursuit in first place in every type of race: in the hills, highways or on paved tracks, no difference, each surface brings similar automatic control. Running in a real competition will sink you, all you need is a great success in automotive sport would be easier. Courage would also benic.
High-speed road driving and racing on asphalt tracks have never been more exciting. Drift and drag gives you unusual, becomefurious game mechanics, get fast when you try to win a race competition. Stuntson top gear in every turn - this is the best description of amazing parts of the game. Start the fast formula in 3d,
no parking, just car fights. Top Boat: Racing Simulator 3D 1.06.3 APK Drive the fastest ocean speedboats in this exciting ultimateracing game! • Enjoy extremely stunning images • Choose from over 25 customizable boats • Explore 6 unique boat classes: hovercraft, classic, offshore, catamaran, jet ski and seaplane •
Reach impossible speeds • Race for the World Cup and get victory for your team • Take part in a selection of hardcore challenges • Win the jet ski race! Race for the World Cup, achieve incredible speeds and become one of the most popular elite drivers in TopBoat: Racing Simulator 3D! CHOOSE THE SPEEDBOAT OF
YOUR DREAMS Choose and tune in perfection one of more than 25 speedboats of 6 unique boat classes: hovercraft, classic, offshore, catamaran, jetski and seaplane. Customize your boat by tuning in and slapping some decals if you want! Find the optimal melody for your boat with dozens of performance parts, from
fuel filters to gearboxes! You can also increase the power of your engine, upgrade your clutch, body, nitro, and more – all of these will have a definite impact on your Performance. UNIQUE SETTINGS OF THE WORLD Have you ever dreamed of riding the world's fastest speedboats, speedboats, speedboats and jet
skis? Are you sick of standard boat racing games? Then you should definitely take a look at this! Top Boat is setting a new standard in the genre of boat racing. Enjoy perfectly designed world settings that you set for the player experience! HIGH-SPEED RACINGI took the challenge and beat the highest score by setting a
new world top speed record! Nothing will stop you from reaching the finish line before your opponents. Compete for the World Cup and win your first world title with pride! Watch out for your challengers! They can bet enough to break! It's time to demonstrate your running skills and show what you're made of! HOW
ABOUT A JETSKI RACE? Prove your skills and ride the fastest water scooters (as they were originally called)! Have you ever dreamed of racing on a brand new jet ski against real opponents? And as the wind rushes and small droplets of water fill the air, you'll feel the speed of the high number of octane in your hair!
Hop on a jet ski and experience the most amazing water action out there! BREATHTAKING TOP Boat graphics combine extremely stunning images and sounds with breathtaking games. Discover top-notch graphics with realistic world settings and incredibly detailed ocean trips on speedboats and speedboats. We also
know that you will enjoy the game for its exotic style and vibrant world, which we all need in those long and dark winter months! It's time to go on your speedboat, speedboat or jet ski offshore and show what you're made of! Your skills will be tested, so get ready for the most intense racing game of 2017! Download and
play for incredible acrobatic emoticons and start the new season 2018. of the water sports championship! Finally available on Google Play FOR FREE! Official website forT-Bull: Like us on Facebook: Follow us on Twitter: Follow us on Instagram: Asphalt 8: Airborne APK In Asphalt 8, you will race in some of the fastest
and fastest dream machines ever created, while delivering them on a global speed tour. From the fiery Nevada desert to tokyo's tight bends, you'll find a world of challenges, excitement, and fun on your way up! REAL LUXURY DREAM CARS• Over 190 high-performance cars to drive and exceed their limits.• Top
licensed manufacturers and models, such as LamborghiniVeneno, Bugatti Veyron, Ferrari LaFerrari, McLaren P1, Porsche 911 and many more!• Newly recorded high-fidelity engine sounds for realistic audioimmersion.• Customize and upgrade your rides with over 2,300 to trigger your opponents in style! TAKE THE AIR
WITH ASPHALT 8• Hit the ramps and take the race beyond the limits of physics as you free from gravity and into the sky!• Run cane rolls and 360º wild jumps as you rise beyond the limits of physics as you free you from gravity and into the sky!• Run cane rolls and jump wild at 360º as you rise past Maneuver through
the air as you pull out stunts to maximize your speed and find a fast path to the goal. NEW EXOTIC LOCATIONS• Over 40 high-speed tracks in 16 different settings, such as Venice, Guyana French, Iceland, nevada desert and other exciting locations!• Race on any track you want in original mode or its mirror variations to
ensure a new Career Mode challenge that will definitely keep you on your toes.• Discover many hidden shortcuts anywhere. Mastering them is sure to increase your game to new heights! AN ENDLESS STREAM OF CONTENT FOR SPEED FREAKS!• 9 seasons and over 400 career-mode events, with many challenges
even for the most experienced drivers.• Stunning images with next-generation shaders, real-time geometry and other incredible HD effects.• Check out infected and gate drift modes for a new twist.• Win prizes in limited-time Cups, including early access to some of the game's latest cars!• A detailed damage system. THE
ULTIMATE MULTIPLAYER RUNNING EXPERIENCE!• Get ready for simultaneous multiplayer action for up to 8 players!• Multiplayer Seasons &amp; Leagues! Compete best against other players to earn points and unlock prizes in corseseasons on a limited time.• Dare friends to asynchronous races as you chase your
rival's car through the track.• Compare scores in the new leaderboards with friends and drivers from around the world.• Share your race results and prove you're the car with top speed. MUSIC TO REVIEW YOUR SOUL• A heartbreaking mix of amazing music licensed for Asphalt 8 to guide your soul. CONTROL
CUSTOMIZATION• Rearrange icons and controls on the screen however you want to customize and optimize your playstyle. So, are you ready for a real HD stunt-racing experience? Can you handle the Ferrari, Mercedes or Audi of your dreams, among dozens of other high-octane sprinters? Do you have an insatiable
need of ground speed? Well, consider this your green light to go download Asphalt 8, fast!_____________________________________________Visit our official website on outside the new blog at Don't forget to follow us on social media:Facebook: the app allows you to purchase virtual items within the app and may
contain third-party advertisements that could redirect you to a third-party site. Terms of Use: Http://www.gameloft.com/en/conditions-of-usePrivacy Policy: License Agreement Need Speed™ No Limits 4.9.1 APK Race for dominance in the first white edition of Need for Speed made only for mobile devices - from the
developers who brought you Real Racing 3. Build your dream ride with an unmissable range of cars and customizations. Launch between chaos and control as you hit the pedal and roll in the culture of the underground car. Win races, raise your representative, then start more races, more customizations and more cars.
Make your own choices and never look back. Tonight we ride! This app offers app purchases. You can disable in app purchases by using device settings. CUSTOMIZE EXTREME RACINGPick up the real-world cars you've always wanted, from the SubaruBRZ to the BMW M4, McLaren 650s, Porsche 911 and more.



Then trick them with the hottest customization system on mobile devices, from spots like the Mod Shop and the Black Market, giving you over 2.5 million custom combos to play with. Your rides are waiting: take to the stages or roads to go head-to-head against the competition and test yourself. FAST DRIVING - AND
FEARLESSSteer on the streets of Blackridge, reckless driving and sparks of juicers fly. Accelerate on jumps and around debris, in traffic, against walls, and through nitro zones at high speed. Turn on the nitrous and push yourself into another level of driving and drift fueled by adrenaline. Around every corner there's a
race again as you clash with local crews and local cops. It's a world full of aspiring pilots: can you stand in front and earn respect? RACE TO WINMai down again as you run anyone crazy enough to pick you up, leave them gagged and increase your representative. Dig, drift, drag and make the rounds to win with the
police on the tail, hitting every inch of the map hard when you reach the end. Burn the tire in over 1,000 challenging races - and that's just the starting line. Be famous, own the streets and mark the best cars in the world. Because a ride is never enough!---------------------User: terms.ea.comVisit for assistance or requests for
information. EA can withdraw online features and services after 30 days notice posted on www.ea.com/1/service-updatesImportant Consumer Information:This app: requires a persistent internet connection (network rates may apply); Requires acceptance of EA's Privacy and Cookie Policy and the User Agreement;
collects data through third-party analysis techniques (see Privacy &amp; Cookie Policy for details); contains direct links to the Internet and social networking sites for an audience over the age of 13. Nitro Nation Drag Racing 6.11.1 APK For those living life 1/4 mile at a time, Nitro Nation is the most addictive drag racing
game! Race, mod, and tune in dozens of real-license cars. Start a team, invite your friends, win tournaments. Swap parts with other dragracers online and build your dream car. It's almost dangerously simple to collect and play -Pocket GamerNitro Nation Online is one of the best drags out there... A must have for speed
employees. - Is the AppZine Nitro Nation Online a beautiful drag racing game with an online avibrant community - Pocket MetaLOTS OF CARS - Supercars and exotics? Check. Tuners and road drivers? Check. Classic and modern muscle? You bet! The best part? There are always others who come to the game! We
know you love drag race cars, we have more than 100 real the best international car brands such as Audi, BMW, Chevrolet, Chrysler, Dodge, Ford, Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, Nissan, Subaru, Volkswagen - and many more! FAIR PLAY - no fuel you have to wait for. No delivery times per car or upgrade. Every vehicle is
competitive and there are no premium upgrades. It's about driving skills and player dedication. REAL RACERS &amp; TEAMS - we are all on multiplayerracing, there is always an online rival waiting for you on the street or on the track. Start by running at any distance from 1/8 to a full mile, join or build a team, win
tournaments with your crew, climb the leaderboard, or test your nerves in garewagers. Take part in a live multiplayer competition, play in real time with friends and students from all over the world! Compete on weekly regional tours and scale the Bronze and Silver divisions to the Worldwide Gold Elite Racing division!
EPIC UPDATES - Upgrade and upgrade 33 unique car components with 3 levels of aftermarket projects. Meet your need for speed and build a one-of-a-kind drag top race car. Have you ever dreamed of choking on an exotic sports car in your 800 hp Volkswagen Golf? It happens every day on the streets of NN. Save up
to 85% with a monthly Gold Pass and never run out of gold again! PERSONAL TOUCH - customize your drag car with fresh decals, arrange them however you want. Choose your custom paint color and finish for each bit. Add real Toyo tires and TecSpeedwheels aftermarket rims, install bumpers, skirts and aftermarket
spoilers to give your car a unique look! CAR GEEKS WELCOME - powered by the CarX physical engine, we have the most realistic car physics on the market - everything works the way it does in real life. Tune in to your gears with detailed speeds, diyno charts, gearing charts, and advanced race stats will help you use
your race knowledge. FANTASTIC COMMUNITY - It's just the multiplayer experience! Connect with other automotive game fanatics, make some new friends and enjoy NN together:Website: Fully installed game requires at least 1.5 GB in your internalstorageOS: Android 4.x or higherDevice: 1 GB of RAMWifi: Internet
connection is requiredTROUBLESHOOTING If you forgot your password, you can reset it using the corresponding option on the login screen. Check your email for instructions. If you haven't set up a recovery email or if you've gotten your username, contact us at and tell us everything that can help you identify your
account. If you have any questions, be sure to check out our FAQs at one of two ways to contact us through our support system: or by email at support@creative-mobile.com Privacy name: of Use: Use: Hill Climb Racing 1.48.0 APK One of the most addictive and fun physics-based driving games ever made! And it's free!
Meet Newton Bill, the young aspiring uphill pilot. He's about to disembark on a journey that takes him to where no ride has ever been before. From Ragnarok to a nuclear power plant, all seats are a runway for Bill. With little respect for the laws of physics, Bill won't rest until he conquers the highest hills of life! Face the
challenges of unique hill climbing environments with many different cars. Get bonuses from bold tricks and collect coins to upgrade your car and reach even higher distances. Be careful, though - Bill's sturdy neck isn't what it used to be when he was akid! And his good old gas crematorium will run out easily. Features:-
Many different vehicles with unique upgrades (many different vehicles: bike, truck, jeep, tank, etc.) - Tuneable parts include engine, suspension, tires and 4WD- Numerous stages with levels to reach in each (Countryside, Desert, Arctic and Moon! -Share your score with a screenshot with your friends!- Fantastic graphics
and fluid physical simulation- Designed to look good on low-resolution, high-resolution devices (including tablets)- Real turbo sound when you upgrade your engine!- Garage mode: build and drive your dream vehicle with custom parts!- Get new boosters to drive even further - over 27 levels!- 28+ vehicles! Vehicles: jeep,
motocross, monster truck, tractor, hippie van, onewheeler, quad bike, tour bus, race car, police car, ambulance, fire truck, snow cell phone, off-road freeway and many more! Hill Climb Racing is free, but there are optional in-app purchases available. Remember that we always read your feedback and are working hard to
create new vehicles, levels, features, and of course, fix any issues you might find. So we would really appreciate it if it reported what you like or don't like and any problems you may have with the game for support@fingersoft.net and please include your tear and the model of your device. Follow us:* Facebook: Twitter:
@fingersoft* Web: * Instagram: of Use: Policy: Climb Racing is a registered trademark of Fingersoft Ltd. Allrights confidential. GT Racing 2: The Real Car Exp APK GT Racing 2: The Real Car Experience is a real car journey with the most prestigious cars in the world! The best-selling franchise is back for free and is
designed to offer an unprecedented level of driving fun, whether it's playing only or multiplayer. LEADERSHIP: MAYBE THE BEST PORTABLE RACING• This year's richest portable racing simulation game: 71 licensed cars on 13 tracks, including the real Mazda Raceway LagunaSeca.• A superb collection of real cars
from over 30 manufacturers:Mercedes-Benz, Ferrari, Dodge, Nissan, Audi, Ford and more.• Test your driving skills.• Test your driving skills. Guide. complete 1,400 events, including class races, duels, knockouts and overtaking.• 28 new challenges every week: improve your driving skills and maybe win a new car for free!
AUTHENTICITY: A DEEPER DRIVING FEELING• The new physical model offers the most realistic automotive dynamics ever offered in a portable game.• The sun doesn't always shine in GT Racing 2: our tracks have different times of the day and weather conditions.• Run your way choosing from 4 different cameras,
including stunning interior views, and delight your eyes with real car designs!• No repair time or repair costs! We won't make you wait or pay again at an event. EXPERIENCE: ENJOY RUNNING ALONE OR IN MULTIPLAYER• Compete with your friends or real players from all over the world. Earn the fastest time in each
multiplayer race!• Join teams to play with other drivers and achieve common goals.• New driver? Turn on Steering &amp; Braking Assistance to get up in a flash!• Veteran pilot? Change your garage performance with tons of custom options! No other game could offer you better realistic racing simulations than GTR2.
Download it for free and enjoy the most authentic racing game on the market! For fans of racing games, racing simulation games, rally games and everything related to cars! This game is free to play._____________________________________________Visit official website on on Twitter on or as I use on Facebook on
to get more information about all our upcoming games. Check out our game videos and trailers in our blog for internal scoop on everything the Gameloft._____________________________________________This app allows you to purchase on virtual items within the app and may contain third-party advertisements that
may redirect you to the third-party site. Privacy Policy: of Use : User License Agreement : Traffic Racer APK Traffic Racer is a milestone in the genre of endless arcade racing. Drive your car through highway traffic, earn money, upgrade your car, and buy new ones. Try to be one of the newest drivers in global rankings.
Endless racing is now redefined! MAIN FEATURES- Breathtaking 3D graphics- Smooth and realistic car handling- over 35 different cars to choose from- 5 detailed environments: suburb, desert, snowy, rainy and citynight- 5 game modes: Infinite, Two-way, stopwatch, police chase and FreeRide- Rich types of NPC
including trucks, buses and SUVs.- Basic customization through paint and wheels- Online leaderboards and AchievementsGAMEPLAY- Tilt or Touch to steer- Touch gas button to accelerate- Touch brake button to slow downTIPS- The faster you drive the more scores you get- When you drive over 100 kmh, overtake
cars up close to get bonusscores and cash- Counter-trend driving in two-way mode gives extra score and cashTraffic Racer will be constantly updated. Please rate and give your feedback for further improvement of the game. FOLLOW US* official APK of the mobile game SBK15!!! Check out the Mission: Impossible -
Rogue Nation bonus track: Be an IMF agent and pass the Syndicate to retrieve classified information in Casablanca! With over 4.5 million downloads under its belt and support from fans spread around the world, the official SBK mobile game is back for a new season. Join the fray in the 2015 Eni FIM Superbike World
Championship: choose the bike of your dreams among the biggest brands in the world (Aprilia, Kawasaki, Honda, Ducati, Suzuki, MV Agusta, BMW) and hit the track! Ride shoulder-to-shoulder with the greats, like whistleblower champions Tom Sykes and Sylvain Guintoli! Push yourself to the limit in the new Timed
Attack mode and don't be afraid to lose your inner speed demon! Offering an advanced bike management model based on player feedback, SBK15 is the next installment of the officially licensed high-octane motorcycle rider on mobile devices and features:— 13 WSBK rounds, including thailand's brand new Chang
InternationalCircuit, 24 elite riders grouped into 14 racing teams: 3 game modes, In particular Championship, Quick Race and TimeAttack— Enhanced physics engine— Maximum control flexibility, with 9 configurations including microscope and virtual controls— Realistic 3D graphics with dynamic lighting effectsSBK15
was developed in collaboration with Dorna WSBK Organization to ensure accurate representation of the White Knuckle Superbikeracing style and offer the most realistic motorcycle riding experience on mobile devices. For any request or request for support, please contact us at:sbk-android@dtales.com.auCheck out
fantastic videos and more on our Facebook page! learn more about the game on the official web page: us on Twitter: City Driving 3D APK City Driving which has been downloaded by over 30 million users and has been reproduced more than 250 million times, it's now a great update. City Driving continues where we
started. The all-new TrafficRacer missions are ready. GAME FEATURES- Realistic city car driving (fully revamped car system)- Realistic traffic system (completely revamped traffic system)- Ambulance driving missions - Amazing and challenging missions (new and old missions). - 11 game modes: Late For Work,
Emergency Patient, New Love, Traffic Accident, Mom is Fast Traffic Driving, AngryGirlfriend, Fast And Furious, Pileup, Dangerous Roads , TrafficRider- More than 10+ perfect cars (classic cars, sports cars, American cars and more)- Maps of the big city (detailed environment)- 4 different camera angles (Now you can
drive by car in the internal modcamera! ) - Realistic traffic rules- World rankings (you can access Ranking for mission points)- Realistic sound effects of the car- More than 15 language mediaFully realistic driving cars to traffic. Download City Drivinggame right now for free. HOW TO PLAY- Start the car using the Start
/Stop button.- Fasten your seat belts.- On the right side of the screen, bring the switch to position D.- Control your car using the stop and acceleration buttons. TIPS- You can choose how to control your car on the Settings menu.- During night missions, you can turn on the headlights using the Headlights button.- When
your car ran out of gas, you can buy gas from the bytouching garage gas button.- Park your car in a designated parking lot to complete the releases.- If you follow traffic rules during the game, you'll earn more money.- The faster you complete the mission, the more money you'll complete. You can contact us for any
questions or onhelp@zuuks.com___Our website: us on Facebook: us on Twitter:
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